
Mixed up walk -

when you go out for a walk,

 mix it up! March, hop, skip, jump, jog. 

Say 'from this lamppost to that letter box

we are going to jump all the way' or 'from

this red door to that parked car we are

going to skip'. Make a little moving along

pattern - 'jump, hop, skip' or 'jog, skip,

march'. Make up a little song about the

different ways of moving along. Which 

is harder and which is easier? Are 

you out of breath?

Using Tools -

 knowing how to use different tools 

for different tasks safely will help your child 

to be more independent. 'Tools' can mean lots of 

things, and you can choose what's appropriate to 

practice with your child depending on their stage of

development: scooping with a spoon, chopping with a

knife, using a whisk or cookie cutter, cutting with scissors,

using a hammer. Show them how to use a tool in a safe

way, how to walk with it, where to put it when they've

finished. Help them to understand why it is important to

keep themselves and others safe. Notice when they are

feeling more confident with a tool, so you can step back

and observe. Talk with them about why a tool is 

useful and what it helps them to do. Not all tools

 are useful for all things- you can't cut 

paper with a spoon and you can't 

eat yogurt with scissors!

This week's activities 

for you to try at home with 

your child are about the Areas

 of Learning - Personal, Social

and Emotional Development,

Physical Development and

Communication and

Language. 

Have fun!
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Little Acts of Kindness - 

recognising kindness and practicing

 being kind will help your child as they navigate 

making relationships with adults and peers. Talk with

 your child about being kind and what it looks like. There 

might be something on TV you could comment on, or 

something in a book. At earlier stages of development

model being kind and point out kind things your child

does: 'It's very kind of you to bring me your teddy; 'Thank

you for your kind hug; 'You were so kind to help your

brother reach the car.' At later stages of development,

you could have a Kindness Day once a week where

everyone in your home has to do at least one kind 

thing for someone else. Talk with your child 

about how being kind makes 

them and others feel.

Taking Turns -

find as many ways as you can

to help your child practice turn taking.

 You could play a game (bought or made up), 

when you're sharing something (like food)say 'One 

for me, one for you...' or write down family members

names in a list to show what order they will have a go 

at something. Use lots of language, whatever stage 

of development your child is at: your turn, my turn, 

who's next, your go, their go, sharing, me then you. 

Notice what they do - maybe you hear them using 

this language, or helping their toys to take 

turns? Model taking turns yourself and 

praise your child when they 

take turns.

Warmer! Colder! -

this is a great game for supporting 

listening and following instructions. Start by

 choosing something to hide - a soft toy would work 

well. Show your child what they will be looking for, and 

then making sure your child isn't peeking, hide the toy 

somewhere. For a simpler version, tell your child which room

 it's in. For more of a challenge, tell them it could be anywhere in

your home! Explain that when they get near the hiding place you

will say 'warmer'/'hot'/'sizzling' depending on how close they are,

and when they are way off you will say 'freezing; 'icy; 'cold' (the

hotter the word the nearer they are, the colder the word the

further away they are - you can vary the language). Time to go

searching. Notice what your child does, do they understand 

the 'warmer' /'colder' instructions? Are they listening? You 

may need to model or play the game alongside them

 at first. You could adapt the instructions using 

positional language: 'behind the sofa; 

under the table; 'on top of the box; 

or 'this way' and 'that way'.

 Exploring the Senses - 

investigating how things taste, smell, sound, 

look or feel offers lots of opportunities to develop 

language skills. You can model this as you go about the

 day, commenting on what you and your child are doing: 'sticky 

fingers; 'your bath smells of flowers; 'these strawberries taste 

sweet; 'the traffic is brumming noisily today'. If you can, play a taste

game at teatime. At later stages of development, you could add a

blindfold so your child can't see what they're tasting - can they guess

what it is? Use lots of language with them - sweet, lumpy, soft, savoury,

crunchy. At earlier stages, your child will be exploring the taste and

texture of the food in their mouths and with their hands. Add words to

what they're experiencing: 'soft mashed potato; 'gooey banana'. Go 

for a Sound Walk or a Smelly Walk - where you focus on what you can

hear or what you can smell. Collect safe things from around your 

home with different textures: furry toy, soft blanket, rough 

sandpaper, smooth book, bumpy TV remote. You could put 

them in a cloth bag and make a guessing game where 

your child describes what they can feel before 

they can see the object, or you can explore 

the textures with your child, using 

lots of talk.


